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BigSpeed Secure Socket Library
Download With Full Crack is a COM
component that dramatically simplifies
and accelerates the development of
proprietary communication solutions
over the Internet. It implements a
flexible message-oriented protocol on
top of a single TCP connection. The
transfered data are scrambled using onthe-fly 128-bit AES encryption with
random session keys, without need of
SSL certificates. The security is
provided in two different modes:
symmetric encryption with shared
secret key and asymmetric encryption
with 1024-bit public/private keys.
Transport level authentication is
available with optional digital
fingerprints or secret keys. Building
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your own virtual private application
network will require little effort and you
can set the same crypto key on several
sites. Here are some key features of
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library": ￭
Flexible message-oriented protocol
over a single TCP connection ￭ On-thefly 128-bit AES encryption ￭ Eeasy
creation of dynamic virtual private
communities ￭ Transparent data
compression ￭ Suitable both for client
and server applications ￭ Centralized
management of all connections ￭
Buffer congestion and flow control
mechanism ￭ Automatic DNS name
resolution ￭ SOCKS proxy support ￭
Elegant event-driven paradigm for
easy integration into Windows
applications ￭ Responsive user
interface while maintaining maximum
bandwidth ￭ Simple and well-organized
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set of properties, methods and events
￭ Multi-threaded, fully self-contained
ActiveX control Installation: Just copy
the files "BigspeedSsock.dll" and
"BigspeedSsock_Reg.dll" to the
installation folder of your application,
and register BigSpeedSsock.dll with
Microsoft's COM registry. Before your
application can use the
"BigSpeedSsock" library, please copy
and register the
"BigspeedSsock_Reg.dll" file with
Microsoft's COM registry. Usage: After
registering "BigspeedSsock.dll",
"BigspeedSsock_Reg.dll" and
"BigspeedSsockKeys.dll" with
Microsoft's COM registry, you can
create your own secure sockets using
the following simple code. Guid
theGuid = new Guid("{E91D8D04-2A4
6-4C95-B15C-CC9EB9DDEF49}");
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BigSpeed Secure Socket Library (BSSL)
is a COM component that dramatically
simplifies and accelerates the
development of proprietary
communication solutions over the
Internet. It implements a flexible
message-oriented protocol on top of a
single TCP connection. The transfered
data are scrambled using on-the-fly
128-bit AES encryption with random
session keys, without need of SSL
certificates. The security is provided in
two different modes: symmetric
encryption with shared secret key and
asymmetric encryption with 1024-bit
public/private keys. Transport level
authentication is available with
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optional digital fingerprints or secret
keys. Building your own virtual private
application network will require little
effort and you can set the same crypto
key on several sites. Here are some
key features of "BigSpeed Secure
Socket Library": ￭ Flexible messageoriented protocol over a single TCP
connection ￭ On-the-fly 128-bit AES
encryption ￭ Eeasy creation of dynamic
virtual private communities ￭
Transparent data compression ￭
Suitable both for client and server
applications ￭ Centralized
management of all connections ￭
Buffer congestion and flow control
mechanism ￭ Automatic DNS name
resolution ￭ SOCKS proxy support ￭
Elegant event-driven paradigm for
easy integration into Windows
applications ￭ Responsive user
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interface while maintaining maximum
bandwidth ￭ Simple and well-organized
set of properties, methods and events
￭ Multi-threaded, fully self-contained
ActiveX control Limitations: ￭ Supports
up to six concurrent connections NOTE:
Freeware for non-commercial uses
ONLY. Discounted price of a trial
license for the full version of this
software is applicable for a full 30 days
from the purchase date of this
program, which can be found in the full
version download section of our
website: Although the demo version of
our programs does allow you to check
all program functions, the demo
version also does not allow you to save
the configuration files, so you cannot
keep all of your changes. During the
trial period, we would like to introduce
you to our product: RSSPeek RSSPeek
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is an easy-to-use command line
application to copy the contents of
RSS, RDF and Atom feeds to the
clipboard. Its advanced features allow
you to filter, split and export the
content b7e8fdf5c8
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BigSpeed Secure Socket Library is a
COM component that dramatically
simplifies and accelerates the
development of proprietary
communication solutions over the
Internet. It supports a flexible and
powerful message-oriented protocol
with built-in transport-level
authentication. On-the-fly encryption is
provided with built-in crypto engine.
Several easy-to-use properties and
methods provide you with convenient
access to the core functions in
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library". The
transfered data are scrambled using onthe-fly 128-bit AES encryption with
random session keys, without need of
SSL certificates. The security is
provided in two different modes:
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symmetric encryption with shared
secret key and asymmetric encryption
with 1024-bit public/private keys.
Transport level authentication is
available with optional digital
fingerprints or secret keys. Building
your own virtual private application
network will require little effort and you
can set the same crypto key on several
sites. Here are some key features of
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library": ￭
Flexible message-oriented protocol
over a single TCP connection ￭ On-thefly 128-bit AES encryption ￭ Eeasy
creation of dynamic virtual private
communities ￭ Transparent data
compression ￭ Suitable both for client
and server applications ￭ Centralized
management of all connections ￭
Buffer congestion and flow control
mechanism ￭ Automatic DNS name
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resolution ￭ SOCKS proxy support ￭
Elegant event-driven paradigm for
easy integration into Windows
applications ￭ Responsive user
interface while maintaining maximum
bandwidth ￭ Simple and well-organized
set of properties, methods and events
￭ Multi-threaded, fully self-contained
ActiveX control Limitations: ￭ Supports
up to six concurrent connections NOTE:
Freeware for non-commercial uses
ONLY. BigSpeed Secure Socket Library
is a COM component that dramatically
simplifies and accelerates the
development of proprietary
communication solutions over the
Internet. It supports a flexible and
powerful message-oriented protocol
with built-in transport-level
authentication. On-the-fly encryption is
provided with built-in crypto engine.
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Several easy-to-use properties and
methods provide you with convenient
access to the core functions in
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library". The
transfered data are scrambled using onthe-fly 128-bit AES encryption with
random session keys, without need of
SSL certificates. The security is
provided in two different
What's New In BigSpeed Secure Socket Library?

BigSpeed Secure Socket Library is a
COM component that dramatically
simplifies and accelerates the
development of proprietary
communication solutions over the
Internet. It implements a flexible
message-oriented protocol on top of a
single TCP connection. The transfered
data are scrambled using on-the-fly
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128-bit AES encryption with random
session keys, without need of SSL
certificates. The security is provided in
two different modes: symmetric
encryption with shared secret key and
asymmetric encryption with 1024-bit
public/private keys. Transport level
authentication is available with
optional digital fingerprints or secret
keys. Building your own virtual private
application network will require little
effort and you can set the same crypto
key on several sites. Here are some
key features of "BigSpeed Secure
Socket Library": ￭ Flexible messageoriented protocol over a single TCP
connection ￭ On-the-fly 128-bit AES
encryption ￭ Eeasy creation of dynamic
virtual private communities ￭
Transparent data compression ￭
Suitable both for client and server
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applications ￭ SOCKS proxy support ￭
Elegant event-driven paradigm for
easy integration into Windows
applications ￭ Responsive user
interface while maintaining maximum
bandwidth ￭ Simple and well-organized
set of properties, methods and events
￭ Multi-threaded, fully self-contained
ActiveX control Limitations: ￭ Supports
up to six concurrent connections NOTE:
Freeware for non-commercial uses
ONLY. BigSpeed Secure Socket Library
Downloads This is a highly-tuned client
side GUI application for Microsoft
Outlook which reads your password
hash from the PST file, then uses it to
decrypt the e-mail. Allows you to
decrypt any message in your Outlook
archive. This is a multi-platform
application to automatically generate
sequence numbers for each row of
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your database tables. It is for the use
of OLAP and OLTP databases. In this
application, you can choose an autoincrement or a manually defined
sequence number and the date on
which the number will be
incremented/decremented. BigSpeed
Secure Socket Library is a COM
component that dramatically simplifies
and accelerates the development of
proprietary communication solutions
over the Internet. It implements a
flexible message-oriented protocol on
top of a single TCP connection. The
transfered data are scrambled using onthe-fly 128-bit AES encryption with
random session keys, without need of
SSL certificates. The security is
provided in two different
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System Requirements:

DirectX 9 Minimum: OS: Windows XP
(SP3) Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or
AMD Athlon Memory: 1 GB RAM
(minimum) Hard Drive: 10 GB
Additional Notes: This game requires at
least 1 GB of RAM, a GFX card with 256
MB or more of VRAM, and a powerful
PC to be played at highest settings. A
good image to have in mind is that of a
mid-range Intel Core i3 PC with 2GB of
RAM. The developers listed above are
required for
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